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WELCOME TO VOICENTRIC

Voicentric is a specialist in Personal Direct Communication and gives a�global

reach to clients in the�life and material sciences�to develop and manage

a�sales pipeline, and in the process obtain market intelligence, acquire new

contacts, and receive detailed reports.

Typically we are introducing leading edge technologies. We speak to potential customers directly in an

intelligent conversational manner and engage in a dialogue which is designed to both obtain valuable

information as well as present the value proposition.

Our clients are typically inexperienced at working with agencies who speak directly with their (potential)

customers and very wary a heavily scripted, unintelligent approach will only reflect negatively on their own

organisation. Voicentric by contrast will help you in the design of the campaign, give advice on how to

structure the approach and the call, and then ensure the process is executed to the highest standards.



We provide our clients with a global reach to communicate with scientists all over the
world. We are a�multi-lingual, multi-cultural�organisation, and know how to engage
intelligently, sensitively and effectively with potential buyers.

The vast majority of our work involves projects which target organisations  in Western Europe and the United States,

although we also cover China and other Asia Pacific countries and Latin America.

We believe it is very important to be culturally sensitive at all times, and to speak with customers in their local

language.

Our clients are, for the most part, multi-national corporations who are typically headquartered in the US, Germany

and the UK, and who also have global sales and marketing operations.

Global Reach

GLOBAL REACH
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The sales pipeline can be lengthy in this sector. Potential customers need to be first�identified,
then approached�with the value proposition and nurtured over time before
the�sale�completes. Voicentric can be involved at any or all of the stages in the process.

There is almost no limit to the staging of the call in the sales process.  The kinds of activity we have performed

include:

• Identifying prospect companies and contacts through internet searching.

• Making the first approach with a specific value proposition on a particular technology.

• Re-contacting old prospects to see if still interested and notify of new developments.

• Nurturing contacts by maintaining contact at intervals until they are ready to purchase.

• Inviting contacts to seminars, webinars, user meetings, exhibitions etc.

• Profiling existing client databases to ensure contacts are correctly profiled.

• Mapping complex organisations to pinpoint the global and regional decision making personnel and the
   local sites at which the technologies are deployed.

• Contacting existing customers to offer product upgrades

• Obtaining Voice of Customer information.

• Managing client inbound customer service lines.

The above activities are for illustrative purposes only.

Developing Sales Pipeline

SALES PIPELINE
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Our expertise lies in Life Sciences and Material Sciences. We work with the technologies
operated in both Research and Industry. We understand the challenges of communicating
sensitively yet effectively in this space.

In Life Sciences we have worked with many technologies associated with research into Genetics, Protein

studies and cellular pathways. From sequencing to genotyping, from  gene / protein expression to protein-

protein interactions, from cellular pathways to cancer studies, we have worked with the many technologies

which populate this field of research. In addition we work in the drug discovery space and the various

technologies routinely used in the various screening processes. Lastly we have experience of the diagnostics

market and the increasing prevalence of molecular testing and analysis used in healthcare.

In the Material Sciences we have years of experience in the various Spectroscopy techniques, as well as

Chromatography and Mass Spectrometry in all their various forms. Indeed many Material Science Labs

contain a wide range of instruments, and it is important to understanding the full range so that sales

opportunities can be identified wherever they may be.

Principal Investigators and Lab Managers

Key decision makers in labs tend to be simultaneously curious and sceptical. This necessitates careful choice

of words so that any new technology value proposition is communicated with factual clarity clear but not

over-hyped. In addition we need to be sensitive to their personal situation if they are busy or ill disposed to

speaking, while being focussed on the need to engage them in discussion. Through our years of experience

Voicentric is able to strike these balances and get across critical sales messages without sounding pushy

and insensitive.

Expertise in Life & Material Sciences

EXPERTISE
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Voicentric supplies clients with an extensive suite of reports based on our funnel concept
(see diagram on page 7). This provides detailed information on all contacts, profile
information obtained, responses to Value Propositions, data cleansed and new contacts
found. Sales leads�(see example on page 8) are typically fast tracked to clients the same
day or by agreement with very detailed notes.

Clients routinely comment on the extensive detailed notes captured during calls. These will often include information

on the contact’s current position, challenges they face, technologies they currently use, Voice of Customer where

they already use client products.

In addition Voicentric are able to offer very granular analytics on all campaigns. Clients can easily analyse data

by list source, geography, customer type, dates contacted, response type – pretty much any way you might

want to.

Insightful Analytics

ANALYTICS
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ANALYTICS - THE FUNNEL CONCEPT
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“He’s left the company”“Company doesn’t exist
anymore”

“Never heard of him”

“Our research
has changed”

“We are happy with
our current system”

“We have just bought one”

“We don’t do that
kind of work”

“Mmm,
Sounds

interesting...”

“We’re
thinking of

replacing our
system”

“We are
interested in

buying this type
of system”

“I’d like to have
a demonstration on

that instrument”

“Not until next year”
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I was referred to Prof. P. A. Radigm's Lab Manager,
Dr. Ample.

Dr. Ample runs enzyme-based immunoassays in the
lab, specifically assessing anti-drug antibodies and
drug levels using various bridging ELISA and
radioimmunoassay techniques. They run around 100
or so micro-plates per week and use their plate
reader's fluorescence and time-resolved detection
capabilities to analyze sample reactions.

After presentation, Dr. Ample thought "Product X"
could be beneficial. She was particularly interested
in whether or not "Product X" could be used with any
antibody, as a common problem she has is "finding
a good pair of antibodies and figuring a way to detect
the binding." She was also querying cost per sample
and the impact the product would have on their
existing protocols.

Dr. Ample is keen to have a rep stop by and demo
"Product X" before the start of Q1, and to contact her
in the interim to elaborate on how it could potentially
benefit her current application.

Additionally, I established that the lab's plate reader
is approx 7 years old; with their increasing throughput
in mind and limited detection capabilities, I asked if
she imagined they would be replacing the system or
adding another in the next 6-12 months. She regards
this as a possibility, although she would have to discuss
with Prof. P. A. Radigm - something to bear in mind
when contacting.

Please contact Dr. Ample on her days - Wednesday
all day or Thursday and Friday afternoons.



Voicentric uses a wide variety of data sources, including client providing data, installation
lists, purchased lists and Voicentric proprietary data. In addition, we add to data by
undertaking research from published sources to identify new potentially interested parties.
We have developed high performance data systems to target opportunities, reduce
wasteful calling and eliminate un-necessary cost.

The ideal situation is for a client to supply an up- to- date list of accurately profiled contacts. Unfortunately this

is seldom the case. Very often client data is old and poorly profiled which means that a list will deliver a low

return...unless we just use it as a starting point to that we ultimately speak to the right person. Alternatively some

clients simply have no data – if they are start-ups or if they developing technologies for new sectors.

Voicentric is expert at database building from scratch. We will understand a client’s ideal customer profile and

through intelligent investigation will build new data lists for clients. And because we are contacting each one

directly you can be sure that the new data is pure and well profiled.

From Client Data or Voicentric Research

DATA & RESEARCH
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VOICENTRIC LIMITED
3rd Floor Bridge House

North Road
Durham City DH1 4PW UK

+44 (0) 191 374 6580     info@voicentric.co.uk

www.voicentric.co.uk


